Devon Marsh – Two Poems
Moment of Silence
Have you ever heard
a moment of silence?
Of course not.
Someone always talks,
or a spoon drops
in the adjoining room.
A person shuffles
to his ticketed seat.
People place orders
at the concession counter.
But no one counts
concessions. No one
records who does
and does not observe
a moment of silence.
If you have failed
to participate and
spoiled an observance,
don't worry: you will
have another chance.
Each of us
will experience
a silence.

Motion
I move along a highway through
leveled hills where I grew up.
Tree limbs occupied
this very space, affording
my vantage point on the world
at a height that pushed
the horizon away. I could
see the future, except this
road. This is not the space
I knew. The point I recall
remains where sun and earth
left it, outside a frame
of reference like an ancestor

who captured a photo
of long-forgotten faces
bearing familiar expressions.
My well-remembered place
is not a point at all, pointless
to trace back to, even accounting
for the motion of the stars.
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